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EDITORIAL
October issue highlights

Dear readers,

In the seven pages covering this topic you will find: a comprehensive
overview of the mission with facts and figures, an interview with
our Commander - General Salvatore Farina - sharing with us an
enlightening outlook of the current situation, a report from his latest
Situational Awareness Trip to Afghanistan meeting with key leaders
and troops on the ground and, finally, an interesting overview on how
the Headquarters copes daily with the challenge of being the out of
theatre HQ enabling the Resolute Support Mission.
Other highlights of the October edition of the magazine:
How the NATO battlegroup in Latvia achieved full operational

Among the activities directly involving the HQ: the second enhanced
Forward Presence Commanders’ Conference, the turn-over of the
Chief of Staff, participation in the International Veterans’ Day and
sporting events.
Finally, I would like to take this opportunity to invite you to engage
us more, with feedback and contributions. To this extent, you are all
welcome to write to me, the Chief Editor, or to pao@jfcbs.nato.int.
For specific contributions we have recently set up a working e-mail
account which you are invited to use: jfcbs.northernstar@gmail.com.
And now, inspired by the ‘motto’ of our Deputy Commander, I invite
you to go ‘ever onwards’ and enjoy this issue of the Northern Star!
Davide Galli, Lieutenant Commander (ITA Navy)
Chief Editor of the Northern Star
Davide.Galli@jfcbs.nato.int
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The editorial staff of the Northern Star is part of this collective effort
and has delivered another issue which this time brings to you a
challenging focus topic: the NATO-led Resolute Support Mission in
Afghanistan.

capability, NATO exercises in the air and at sea, discovering the
Alliance’s new domain - cyber -, and an overview of the Polish Armed
Forces and their contribution to NATO after 18 years in the Alliance.
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Autumn has arrived, and with this season the battle rhythm of the
Headquarters has started to increase gradually, but constantly, in
order for the staff to achieve the operational goals ahead for a, so far,
very demanding 2017.
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COMMAND GROUP CORNER
The Deputy Commander

SIEMPRE ADELANTE!
You may have noticed that life never stands still.
We are surrounded by change. We are often
driven by the need for change. In fact, much of
our military business is about dealing with, or
sometimes creating, change. So you might think
that, after 44 years of service in the Spanish
Army, I would be entirely comfortable with
change by now. But it is inevitable that we will
at times be unsettled by, or wary of, change. And
this is true no matter what nation, service, age or
rank we may be, and whether we are military or
civilian members of staff. Although we never get
entirely used to change, it is nevertheless always
positive and represents a new challenge that
helps us to grow as a person.
I have personally experienced a degree of change
this year, just as many of you have. I was assigned
to JFC Brunssum at short notice following the
great news that General Alejandre was appointed
to be the Spanish CHOD.
I left my home, my family and a job I knew
well back in Spain. And I have stepped into
the challenging but rewarding environment of
NATO.
In such circumstances, I am reminded of my
favourite motto: ‘Siempre Adelante’ or ‘Ever
Onwards’. I think this best summarises how
we should approach life’s challenges, and
particularly those challenges associated
with personal or organisational change. It
encourages us to look forward; to focus on what
is coming, rather than dwell unnecessarily on
what has past. I’m not suggesting we cannot
learn from past events - indeed we must - but
we should also ensure that we do not become too
concerned with ‘the way it used to be’. I think
that by maintaining a focus on the future we can
create in our personal outlook a sense of forward
momentum, of progress, and of optimism.
NATO is changing.
The current security
environment in Europe necessitates it and our
political leaders expect it. We are in the process
of adapting the organisation to ensure that it is
optimised to meet the security challenges facing

the Alliance today and our collective global
interests. I expect that in the coming months
we will be involved in different staffing processes
to produce the required outcome of this change:
a more efficient organisation. Whether it is the
management of structural change or simply a
revision of process to accommodate new tasks, I
encourage you to use this unrivalled opportunity
to ensure that our HQ becomes even more
effective than it already is.
For this reason, among many others, I am
delighted to be your Deputy Commander at
JFC Brunssum. supporting General Farina.
The HQ has an excellent reputation across the
Organisation and among Allies. We are known
for generating innovative ideas and for making
a positive contribution to decision making at
the highest level. You will also not need me to
remind you that we are the forefront of some of
the Alliance’s most important operational activity
and initiatives. This includes the oversight of
RESOLUTE SUPPORT MISSION in Afghanistan
and NATO’s enhanced Forward Presence in the
Baltic States and Poland, to name but two. I have
not the space here to mention all HQ activity, but
I very much look forward to learning more of the
other important work undertaken by all HQ staff
in the coming weeks.
To that end, and looking to the near future, it
would be remiss of me not to highlight TRIDENT
JAVELIN, which will be a great opportunity
to witness the HQ in ‘warfighting mode’. I am
quite sure that every one of us will do our best
to ensure success for the HQ. I also hope that
it will allow me to meet many more of you at
some point during the Joint Task Force Battle
Rhythm. Whilst we shall exercise a scenario that
I hope never occurs, we remain all too aware that
the strategic environment within which we live
is subject to change and, as a result, the future
remains a little uncertain. Therefore, it is our
professional duty to rehearse a role for which
our respective nations have prepared us well as
individuals and for which we stand ready to work
together as a unified HQ team, if ever the need
should arise.

‘Siempre Adelante’
‘Ever Onwards’
Lieutenant General Juan Campins
JFC Brunssum Deputy Commander
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RESOLUTE SUPPORT MISSION:
NATO’S CHALLENGE IN AFGHANISTAN

T

Story by JFC Brunssum PAO

he Resolute Support mission
(RSM) is a NATO-led, noncombat mission to train,
advise and assist Afghan
security forces and institutions with
the purpose of helping them develop
the capacity to defend Afghanistan
and protect its citizens in a sustainable
manner. The mission was launched on
1 January 2015, immediately following
the stand-down of the International
Security Assistance Force (ISAF) and
the subsequent assumption of full
security responsibility by the Afghan
National Defence and Security Forces
(ANDSF).
The legal framework for the Resolute
Support mission is provided by a Status of
Forces Agreement (SOFA), signed in Kabul
on 30 September 2014 and ratified by the
Afghan Parliament, which defines the terms
and conditions under which NATO forces
are deployed, as well as the activities they are
authorized to carry out. The mission is also
supported by the United Nations Security
Council Resolution 2189, unanimously
adopted on 12 December 2014.
The Mission currently comprises around
13,000 personnel from 39 NATO Allies and
partners. It operates with one ‘hub’ (Kabul/
Bagram) and four ‘spokes’ (Mazar-e-Sharif
in the north, Herat in the west, Kandahar in
the south, and Laghman in the east).
The Resolute Support Mission focuses
primarily on training, advice and assistance
activities at the security-related ministries,
in the country’s institutions, and among the
senior ranks of the army and police, working
closely with different elements of the Afghan
Army, Police, and Air Force.
The Commander of the mission has a
degree of flexibility in the use of personnel
and assets at his disposal. This ensures
that training, advice and assistance are
delivered most effectively and where they
are most needed. The mission performs
supporting functions in several areas. These
include: operational planning; budgetary
development; force generation process;
management and development of personnel;
logistical sustainment; and civilian oversight
(in order to ensure the Afghan security forces
and institutions act in accordance with the
rule of law and good governance).
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At their Summit in Warsaw in 2016, NATO
Heads of State and Government decided
to sustain the Resolute Support Mission
beyond 2016, using a flexible, regional
model which would continue to deliver
training, advice and assistance to Afghan
security institutions, including the police,
the air force, and special operations forces.
They also committed to keeping the mission
and its design under review.
Those countries not contributing troops to
the Resolute Support Mission are supporting
in different ways, as well as supporting the
broad effort to strengthen the sustainment
of the Afghan National Defense and Security
Forces (ANDSF) in the long term.
Beyond this ‘train, assist and advise’
mission, Allies and partner countries will

also contribute to the financing of the Afghan
National Defense and Security Forces and
will enhance the Enduring Partnership
with Afghanistan by strengthening political
consultation and practical cooperation in
areas of specific interest to Afghanistan.
Afghanistan still faces many challenges,
including a difficult security environment,
and these efforts are part of the broader
engagement of the international community,
NATO and partners to ensure that
Afghanistan is never again a safe haven for
terrorism and that Afghan people can pursue
a secure and stable future.

The Alliance’s commitment in projecting stability to this Central Asian
country with the ‘train, advise and assist’ mission, which aims at
ensuring that Afghanistan is never again a safe haven for terrorism.

RESOLUTE SUPPORT MISSION
Commander:
General John W. Nicholson (USA)
NATO Senior Civilian Representative:
Ambassador Cornelius Zimmermann (DEU)
Contributing Nations: 39
Total Strenght: 13.576
RSM Command (Kabul)
Commander:
General John W. Nicholson (USA)
Deputy Commander:
Lt. General Rosario Castellano (ITA)
Train, Advise and Assist Commands (TAAC)
Commanders
TAAC-Capital (Kabul)
Brigadier General Ayhan Saygin (TUR)
TAAC-North (Mazar-e Sharif)
Brigadier General Andre Bodemann (DEU)
TAAC-South (Kandahar)
Brigadier General Charles K. Aris (USA)
TAAC-East (Laghman)
Brigadier General John B. Richardson IV (USA)
TAAC-West (Herat)
Brigadier General Massimo Biagini (ITA)

TROOP CONTRIBUTING NATIONS
Albania

83

Armenia

121

Germany
Greece

Australia

980

Portugal

10

4

Romania

587

270

Hungary

90

Slovakia

38

Austria

10

Iceland

2

Slovenia

7

Azerbaijan

94

Italy

Belgium

62

Latvia

22

Sweden

Bosnia-Herzegovina

55

Lithuania

21

Bulgaria

92

Luxembourg

95

Croatia

1,037

Spain

8
25

the form er Yugoslav
Republic of Macedonia1

39

1

Turkey

659

Mongolia

120

Ukraine

10

223

Montenegro

18

United Kingdom

500

Denmark

97

Netherlands

100

United States

6,941

Estonia

4

New Zealand

10

Finland

29

Norway

42

Georgia

872

Poland

198

Total

13,576

Czech Republic

figures updated as of May 2017
source: http://www.nato.int
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COMMANDER JFC BRUNSSUM
ON AFGHANISTAN

G

Interview by JFC Brunssum PAO

eneral Farina, you have just
visited Afghanistan during
your
latest
situational
awareness trip at the end
of August, having met with the key
leaders both from the Coalition and
from the Afghan Government in
order to have a first-hand picture of
the current situation on the ground.
Let’s start with the adversaries:
The Taliban are currently very active and
are challenging the Afghan Government
in many districts. Have we withdrawn from
Afghanistan too early?
We have not withdrawn from Afghanistan
at all. The Afghan National Defence and
Security Forces (ANDSF) - the military and
the police - are indeed not operating like
our forces did during ISAF and, of course,
a lot of work remains to be done in order to
help them become even more effective and
sustainable in the long term.
Today, the ANDSF are fully responsible for
security across their country. Day by day
they demonstrate bravery and resilience,
leading the fight to defeat terrorists and
protect the population. This exemplary
commitment has allowed us to shift from
our former large-scale combat force of
over 100,000 NATO troops to our current
train, advise and assist mission executed by
13,000 NATO personnel.
Despite the challenges presented by a brutal
enemy, the ANSF have performed with great
professionalism, bravely defending their
country and the Afghan people. They also
continue to carry out large scale operations
across the country, preventing the enemy
from achieving their stated objective of
capturing a major city; and they continue
to develop their capabilities, including their
Special Forces and Air Force.
Is the lack of capabilities the
only problem?
This is a complex insurgency with safe havens
outside the country that makes assessments
like these more difficult. Handling this kind
of situation is demanding and challenging,
both for military and civilian leaders.
Several incidents in Kunduz and Helmand
provinces have demon
strated that the security situation is not yet
stable in some parts of the country.

What are the consequences?
We all agreed, from the military perspective,
to be more active and as a result a small
increase in NATO force numbers has been
requested.
On the 29th of June 2017, at the meeting
of Defence Ministers of NATO countries
and Resolute Support operational
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partners, several Allies and partners
contributing to our mission came forward
with new troop contributions and right now
our force generation process is ongoing; we
can expect progress to be made in the near
future.
We have to keep supporting the Afghans
and stay committed to that country.
What does that mean?
We will continue to help our Afghan
partners via our Resolute Support Mission
and with continued funding. We will
continue to adapt our “train, assist, advise”
mission so that there is a stronger emphasis
on assistance. But let me stress out that
NATO is not returning to a combat role in
Afghanistan.
The Afghans will continue to have full
security responsibility to protect their
population, secure their country and deny a
safe haven to international terrorists.
At the meeting of the Joint Coordination
and Monitoring Board held on 8 July,
President Ghani underscored the priority
of implementing an Afghan roadmap in
order to further develop the ANDSF and
institutions. NATO members and Resolute
Support operational partners support the

implementation of this roadmap, which will
seek to ensure the steady evolution of the
ANDSF and institutions into more efficient
and effective defenders of their nation.
It will cover several domains: improving
ANDSF offensive capabilities, enhancing
unity of effort, improving leadership and
countering corruption.
Much has been done already to this
effect over the past years. For instance,
there have been significant reforms in
the Ministry of Defence. Some examples
include recent changes in senior ministerial
leadership and ongoing efforts to improve
the transparency and accountability in the
procurement process.
Having said that, more needs to be done.
This is not the time for complacency
– it’s time to act and to be effective.
Are the Afghans doing enough in that
fight? Afghan military leadership is also
facing criticism in that context, what is
your opinion?
The ANDSF are determined to defend their
country and protect their people; there can’t
be any doubt about that. They continue to
conduct large scale operations in different
parts of the country and their Air Force

Interview with General Salvatore Farina, Resolute Support
Out-of-Theatre Commander, following his latest Situational
Awareness Trip to Afghanistan

peace and reconciliation process.
This remains the way for all parties to
achieve a sustainable resolution of the
conflict.
I personally welcome the initiative
undertaken by President Ghani to convene
the Kabul Peace Process last June and - as
declared by the Secretary General several
times - NATO will continue to support
a Kabul-based, Afghan-led and Afghanowned peace and reconciliation process.
The Taliban cannot be led to believe that
they can achieve more on the battlefield
than what they can achieve at the
negotiating table.
The
military
effort
is
necessary,
but not sufficient. As I said there
must be a comprehensive effort and
it needs to be led by the Afghans.
What could a peace agreement with the
Taliban look like?
It clearly needs to be a Kabul-based, Afghanled and -owned peace and reconciliation
process
based
on
Afghanistan’s
constitution, that respects human rights as
articulated in the UN Charta, in this case
notably the rights of women and minorities.

is carrying out a significant number of
operations. Afghan Special Forces have
drastically reduced the presence of ISIS in
the country.
In addition, new leadership changes have
recently been made, with the appointment
of five (out of six) new regional army
commanders taking into account that
leadership is a matter of attitude and
actions – and of passion, so we should
count on good decisions.
Of course, more needs to be done overall
to make Afghan forces more effective
and sustainable, including building a
police force trained and qualified to
enforce law and order, but - believe
me - we are working hard on that.“
What else needs to be improved?
The military contribution in stabilizing the
country is key, but we also need more helpers
to assist with developing the country’s
administration, be it in Governmental or
Non-Governmental organizations. How do
you prepare a budget? How do you secure
energy supply? How do you organize waste
disposal, healthcare and a school system?
These are some of the questions that need
to be answered. We must not limit our

focus to the security forces. We can only be
successful with a comprehensive approach.
The new U.S. strategy on South Asia will
be very helpful: strengthening U.S. Forces
in Afghanistan; assisting on the one hand
in their bi-lateral assistance to the Afghan
Government; and on the other hand filling
identified shortfalls in the Resolute Support
Mission too. Coming back to a conditionbased approach also allows the military
leadership more manoeuvring space which,
to me, is the right way for the nearer future.
What do you think about a dialogue with
terrorists such as the Taliban?
There is no alternative to it. This is the
only way of finding an agreement. We
know from a thousand years’ history
of war that people have to talk to each
other at some point. People cannot keep
fighting forever. The Afghans have to
make peace with the Taliban counterpart,
but the only way this can happen is
to show them that they cannot win.
Can you really talk to criminals and
terrorists like the Taliban?
It is the responsibility of the Taliban to
change course. We will continue to support
an inclusive Afghan-led and Afghan-owned

This will be the one and only path for
all parties to go if they are really eager
to achieve a sustainable and endurable
resolution of the conflict.
The efforts of the Afghan government to
implement the peace deal finalized with
Hezb-i-Islami was an important first step in
that long lasting process and we hope that
this step provides a model for other groups
to join the negotiation table.
And, finally, the region and international
community at large must respect and
support the peace process and its outcome.
Therefore let me repeat, we continue to
support all efforts of the Afghans.
You have been the out-of-theatre
Commander for Resolute Support since
early 2016. What have you learned
after almost two years? Can you make a
forecast for the future?
We have to keep providing assistance and
advice to the ANDSF until they are fully
capable and self-sustainable. At the same
time NATO, the US and the International
Community have to make a comprehensive
effort - political, diplomatic, economical
– and to bring the main regional actors to
be part of the solution and, by doing so,
convincing the insurgents that the only way
forward is to sit at the peace table.
I expressed these thoughts already in July
last year and they are even more valid today.
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THE OUT-OF-THEATRE COMMANDER MEETS
LEADERS AND TROOPS ON THE GROUND

Story by JFC Brunssum PAO

Kabul, Afghanistan - Commander JFC
Brunssum, General Salvatore Farina was
in Afghanistan on 27-30 August 2017. He
visited the Headquarters of the NATO-led
Resolute Support (RS) Mission and met
with the Mission’s commanders as well
as with Afghan Government and Security
Forces’ leaders.
This regular situational awareness trip
started with a visit in Herat meeting TAAC
- W (Train, Advise and Assist Command
- West) Commander, Brigadier General
Biagini, and Commander of the Afghan
National Army 207th Corps, Major General
Hedayat, and continued to Kabul. In the
capital city he attended a round table with
Resolute Support Headquarters Staff and
then he met with RS Commander, General
John W. Nicholson. The two Generals
agreed that - although the security situation
in the country is still challenging, with
insurgents still active - the NATO Resolute
Support train, advise and assist mission
is ensuring Afghan National Defence and
Security Forces (ANDSF) build an effective
combat capability, which has already led
them to an incremental progress through
this year campaign. Both Commanders
emphasized the importance of Force
Protection and the need to continue the
mission with the flexible model which uses
the Expeditionary Advising Packages in
support of Afghan forces.
They also valued the positive reception
by President Ghani and other key
Afghan leaders of the new US strategy in
Afghanistan announcement, with General
Farina underlining how the Alliance
also welcomed the conditions-based and
comprehensive approach of the US.
General Farina restressed that NATO Allies
and partners remain fully committed to
Afghanistan. Commander JFC Brunssum
emphasized that the commitment of the
International Community, NATO Allies
and partners requires continued support
for the further increase of capabilities for
Afghan political and military authorities
in order to improve leadership, fight
corruption and finally allow ANDSF to fulfil
their tasks to tackle security challenges in
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a sustainable fashion. A stable and more
secure country will allow the consolidation
of progress and development, and more
capable Afghan security forces and
institutions will make the insurgents
understand that they can never win on
the battle field and therefore be open to
dialogue.
Working “more together” – with the efforts
of the International Community, NATO-led
and US missions strongly tied to those of
Afghan institutions - the country will never
become again a safe haven for international
terrorists.
Commander JFC Brunssum met the
Minister of Interior Mr. Wais Ahmad
Barmak, the Minister of Defence Mr. Tariq
Shah Bahrami and the National Security
Advisor Mr. Mohammad Hanif Atmar,
who reaffirmed their commitment to
accountability for the common goal of a
more secure and stable Afghanistan.

General Farina also met with the
NATO Senior Civilian Representative
in Afghanistan, Ambassador Cornelius
Zimmermann, and representatives of the
diplomatic community in Kabul. Together
they addressed the political situation, the
challenges related to the parliamentary
and district council elections next year, the
progress in the fields of anti-corruption,
human rights as well as initiatives to make
the Kabul-based and Afghan-owned peace
process more effective and successful.
General Farina was also briefed by
Commander TAAC-E, Brigadier General
John B. Richardson IV, Deputy Advisor
to the Ministry of Interior Major General
Charlie Herbert, Commanding General of
Combined Security Transition Command –
Afghanistan, Major General Robin Fontes,
Commander of Hamid Karzai International
Airport – North, Brigadier General Selçuk
Çol and their staffs regarding the present
security challenges the RS mission faces as
well as progress NATO forces have made

Commander JFC Brunssum visited Allies and Partners
in Afghanistan on 27-30 August during one of his regular
Situational Awareness Trips

RESOLUTE SUPPORT MISSION STATEMENT
NATO’s mission in Afghanistan, Resolute Support, is of strategic importance
and fully incorporates a resolute partnership with the Afghan government.
Resolute Support military and civilian
personnel, in conjunction with their
Afghan counterparts, conduct daily
training, advising, and assisting in elements critical to a fully-functioning government.
This includes the pursuit of 4 key pillars through President Ghani’s Afghanistan National Defense and Security
Forces Roadmap (ANDSF); enhanced

leadership, counter corruption, increased fighting capabilities and unity of
command. Afghan leadership is being
developed through merit-based selection of leaders, professional education,
and unified training to increase operational effectiveness by producing honest,
competent, committed and professional
leaders for the ANDSF. Counter corruption will address patronage networks
within Afghan security organizations
in order to reduce corruption and increase ANDSF effectiveness. The third
pillar will address fighting capabilities
by increasing the size of the Afghan Air

Force and Afghan Special Security Forces. Unity of command will review command and control structures and find
ways for continued improvement.
Optimizing Afghan National Defense
and Security Forces capabilities and
resources to defend and protect Afghanistan from its enemies is paramount to
the Resolute Support mission. Ultimately, in full partnership with the Afghan
government, Resolute Support seeks reconciliation and peace for Afghanistan.

to help the ANDSF and Afghan government
move towards a more stable and secure end
state.
Finally General Farina, on behalf of
the NATO Secretary General, awarded
General Nicholson with the NATO
Meritorious Service Medal, emphasizing
the RS Commander’s outstanding skills
and qualities: “his expertise, leadership,
commitment and excellent relations
developed with the Afghan leadership are
key: to help the Afghan security forces and
institutions improve further and to the
continuity of our mission”.
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AFGHANISTAN

OUT-OF-THEATRE HEADQUARTERS FOR RESOLUTE SUPPORT
Supporting the Mission from outside the Theatre is a daily,
HQ-wide effort for JFC Brunssum

O

Story by JFC Brunssum Afghan Focus Group

ne of the top priorities for
JFC Brunssum is to provide
appropriate command and
control to Resolute Support
Mission,
a
non-combat
mission,
NATO has established to provide
training, advice and assistance to the
Government of the Islamic Republic of
Afghanistan. As Afghanistan enters its
‘transformational decade’ (post 2014),
the Alliance mission works as part of
a broad international effort to ensure
the sustained operational effectiveness
of the Afghan National Defense and
Security Forces (ANDSF).
As the out-of-theatre operational commander,
Commander JFC Brunssum’s mission is
to Direct(1), Empower(2) and Enable(3)
Commander Resolute Support to conduct
operations in Afghanistan in order to achieve
the required military mission effects and
to accomplish all given key military and
supporting tasks.
JFC Brunssum serves as the ‘out of theatre’
Command for the Resolute Support Mission:
the distinction provides separation between
the management of the campaign on the
ground by the Commander RS and his staff
and the responsibility of the JFC to provide
appropriate command, control and support to
enable the Commander RS.
JFC Brunssum works with Headquarters RS
and SHAPE (Supreme Headquarters Allied
Powers Europe) within existing political
constraints to establish effective methods to
enhance training, advisory and assistance
functions as the current mission dictates.
Enabling JFC Brunssum’s three roles of
Direct, Empower and is the continuity of
its staff. The corporate memory of JFC
Brunssum is maintained over years by the
staff’s advantageous mixture of permanently
assigned military and civilian experts. This
continuity helps bridge the comparatively
rapid turnover by personnel in Afghanistan
and helps shepherd long term strategic
priorities, investment efforts, and mission
transitions. For example, JFC Brunssum
retains a number of staff who developed the
plan that transitioned ISAF (International
Security Assistance Force) to Resolute
Support. Brunssum’s staff pass that
knowledge to Resolute Support key personnel
as they deploy. JFC Brunssum is also the first
higher headquarters to make assessments at
the operational level that balance RS priorities
against other NATO commitments.
The HQ’s pool of Subject Matter Experts are
available to answer requests for information
and enable RS through activities such
as contract management and reach back
support to relieve the burden on RS. All these
characteristics combine to provide an out
of theatre operational view of the mission
which can present a different perspective
while reinforcing the overall alignment of the
command chain and acting as the operational
level bridge between Headquarters Resolute
Support, SHAPE and NATO Headquarters.
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SUPREME ALLIED COMMANDER EUROPE
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Afghan Focus Group

Resolute Support
Working Group
AFGHAN FOCUS GROUP (AFG)
The Afghan Focus Group (AFG), in support of Commander JFC Brunssum, coordinates
and synchronizes Resolute Support (RS)-related staff activities in HQ JFCBS for the
duration of the mission, and for the transfer to a post-RS NATO engagement, in order to
ensure out of theatre HQ support to HQ RS.
The objectives of the AFG are to:
a. Administer the RSWG. Maintain continuity and coherence of JFCBS staff activities
supporting the RS mission through the administration of the RSWG.
b. Analyze, Assess and Recommend. Provide objective analysis, assessments and
recommendations via collaborative and multi-functional products.
c. Inform and Advise. Inform and advise the JFCBS Command Group and DCOS OPS
on specific areas within the Afghanistan operational environment as required.
RESOLUTE SUPPORT WORKING GROUP (RSWG)
Sponsored by the Chief of Staff, the Resolute Support Working Group (RSWG) is
tasked to provide all aspects of out-of-theatre operational level staff support to assist,
enable and facilitate the COM RS’ mission. Support to RS spans the whole HQ and will,
for the most part, be conducted within traditional HQ structures, divisions and WGs.
The RSWG is not intended to control, replace or duplicate this activity. However, to
ensure visibility of RS-related activity across JFCBS, the RSWG provides the
mechanism to deliver coherence, coordination and synchronization of HQ JFCBS
tactical, operational and strategic activity in support of the RS mission and other NATO
activities in Afghanistan. Day-to-day coordination of the RSWG will be through the
Afghan Focus Group (AFG), which is established within the DCOS Ops structure.

RESOLUTE SUPPORT MISSION
(RSM)
TAAC
Capital

TAAC
North

TAAC
South

TAAC
West

TAAC
East

TAAC
Air

TAAC: Train, Advise and Assist Command
CSTC-A: Combined Security Transition Command – Afghanistan
TF: Task Force

CSTC
-A

TF
South
-East

TF
South
-West

1) Direct is defining the mission and tasks for Commander RS. Commander JFC Brunssum provides operational
clarity to the strategic guidance and direction promulgated by SACEUR (Supreme Allied Commander Europe) and
SHAPE.
2) Empower is the effect of actively creating as much Freedom of Maneuver as possible by promoting confidence,
authority, accountability and responsibility to accomplish the mission. Where required, empower also involves
providing or requesting additional/adjusted authorities and procedures based on changing conditions and
requirements.
3) Enable is the provision of the resources and reach-back support to ensure Commander RS can fully execute the
mission, with the support also being adjusted to meet changing requirements.

The last of the enhanced Forward Presence became fully operational on
27 August at the end of a certification exercise

LAND

NATO BATTLEGROUP IN LATVIA CERTIFIED

Story by Sub-Lieutenant Melanie Aqiqi, Canadian TF Latvia PA

Adazi (Latvia) - With the focus on defensive operations, the multinational enhanced Forward Presence Battlegroup Latvia
(eFP BG LVA) has been certified as fully
interoperable and combat effective after
completing all training requirements, culminating with its Certification Exercise
(CERTEX) held at Camp Ādaži, Latvia,
from 21 to 27 August 2017.
The milestone was reached after a week
of collective training and was confirmed
by Brigadier General Trevor Cadieu,
Commander 3 rd Canadian Division, who
certified that the eFP BG LVA meets NATO’s
strategic directives, and is interoperable
and combat effective.
Since the deployment of the battlegroup in
Latvia in June 2017, the six contributing
nations from
Albania, Canada, Italy, Poland, Slovenia

and Spain, have been conducting smaller
trainingevents aimed at interoperability
and cohesion. Although each national
contingent certified separately before
arriving in Latvia, this was first the collective
exercise operating as a battlegroup.
At the conclusion of CERTEX, Brig.
Gen. Cadieu remarked that “NATO’s
multinational battlegroup is prepared
to conduct full spectrum operations in
support of the national home defence forces
of Latvia, as part of NATO’s deterrence and
defence posture.”
Under the command of Lieutenant Colonel
Wade Rutland, the eFP battlegroup
demonstrated
its
cohesiveness,
interoperability, and combat capabilities.
Using a combination of troop manoeuvres
and simulation, the soldiers were challenged
and tested with a variety of realistic
scenarios, with the Latvian Land Forces

Infantry Brigade acting as opposition
forces.
When asked about the next steps for
the battlegroup, Lt. Col. Rutland said
that “we will continue to enhance our
interoperability as part of the Latvian
Land Forces Infantry Brigade to fine-tune
our defensive operations and sharpen our
skills, which is our focus of our presence
here inLatvia.”
The eFP Battlegroup in Latvia joins the
three other NATO battlegroups situated in
Lithuania, Estonia, and Poland in providing
the balanced and proportionate response
measures required in
light of the evolving security environment.
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MARITIME

EXERCISE DYNAMIC MONARCH 2017

Story by JFC Brunssum PAO
Photos by NATO Maritime Command

Eastern Mediterranean Sea - Space
exploration and the submarine business
have something in common… both are
operating in an environment available
only to few and with virtually no margin
for error. The history of progress in both
domains is marked by spectacular triumphs
preceded by equally mind-boggling
catastrophes. Each of the latter, however,
was investigated to the greatest extent
possible to make sure that the sacrifice of
those who perished would contribute to
the enhancement of safety for the next
generation of explorers.
It was Saturday, August 12, in the year
2000 when the Russian nuclear submarine
Kursk (K-144) sank in the Southern Barents
Sea, North of Murmansk. After
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this tragedy that claimed 118 lives, the
international community decided to join
efforts and find a way of saving the lives of
those stranded on the sea bed. It became
apparent pretty soon that air and shipborne rescue systems were already available
in many parts of the world… it was only the
coordination platform that was missing.
ISMERLO was thus created to fill the void.
The International Submarine Escape and
Rescue Liaison Office is an organization
created in the wake of the Kursk tragedy
as an international hub for information
and coordination on submarine rescue.
It operates 24/7 around the world and is
capable of the rapid call-out of international
rescue systems in the event of a submarine
accident. To understand the, almost cosmicscale, complexity of the submarine world, we
would have to devote weeks of time to study
advanced engineering, hydrodynamics,

oceanography, and the underwater tactics
of different navies. Suffice to say that most
of the time submarines, whilst submerged,
are following detailed pre-planned routes
and are obliged to surface periodically to
send encrypted information referring to
their whereabouts. Should a ‘sub’ fail to
report on time to her home base, the rescue
procedure kicks into action.
Such a situation provides the start for
each submarine rescue exercise. The
complex scenario demands the execution
of all three phases of a submarine rescue:
Firstly, to locate the distressed submarine,
searching for it along the pre-designated
path; secondly, to stabilize the environment
aboard the submerged vessel in order
to support and sustain favorable living
conditions; and thirdly, to safely extricate
the sailors from the distressed submarine.
The exercise, however, never just ends there

A lifeline for mariners: NATO rescue system trains its capability of
rescuing submarines in distress

DYNAMIC MONARCH 2017
PARTICIPATING ASSETS
• 1 command and control ship (TCG Gemlik);
• 3 submarines (TCG Burakreis, TCG Preveze, ESPS Tramontana);
• 4 submarine rescue ships (TCG Alemdar, and Inebolu, ITS Anteo,SD
Northern River);
• 4Turkish patrol boats;
• 4Turkish aircraft (helicopters, Maritime Patrol Aircraft and one C-130);
PARTICIPATING PERSONNEL
• approximately 1,000 in total;
• diving teams from Canada, Italy, Poland and Turkey;
• medical teams from Canada, Turkey
• NATO Submarine Rescue System (France, Norway and the UK);
• Submarine Parachute Assistance Group from Turkey.
– immediate help to the crew after surfacing,
transportation to onshore medical facility
and medical triage are also comprehensively
exercised.
All this is done to ensure that when there is
a technical malfunction, a collision with an
underwater object or any other factor that
would prevent the submarine from surfacing,
the crew – which is the most precious asset of
the whole submarine equation - can be saved.
In a similar fashion as with astronauts,
submariners are
subjected to rigorous
selection and professional development
throughout their service. Whilst it takes only
about 3-5 years to build a submarine from
scratch, it takes significantly more time to
train her crew.
405 kilometers above our heads, in the
International Space Station, there is a crew of
six astronauts conducting experiments and
living their lives separated only by an inch

of steel from the vacuum of space. In case of
emergency, they are able to detach two Soyuz
capsules within three minutes to safely return
to Earth. Thanks to 21st century technological
advancements, knowledge, experience and
determination, we can similarly save the
elite of our navies from their potential doom
in the abyss of the oceans.
To do this properly and professionally we need
to train in an environment similar to reality.
Conducted every three years, a two-week
NATO-led multi-national training exercise,
codenamed ‘DYNAMIC MONARCH’, is
designed to practice submarine escape and
rescue procedures and to share knowledge
amongst worldwide partners. This year’s
serial gathered equipment and personnel
from Canada, France, Italy, Norway, Poland,
Spain, Turkey, the United Kingdom and the
United States. It was the tenth in a series
of NATO sponsored live submarine search,

escape and rescue exercises, and while there
are many others conducted around the
world every year, this one is the priority for
many nations. Back in 2011 during the same
exercise, the NATO rescue system “married”
with the Russian submarine Alrosa (Kiloclass) off the coast of Cartagena to showcase
the interoperability of diverse systems.
This supported a clear message, delivered
by then-Chairman of the NATO Military
Committee, Admiral Giampaolo Di Paola,
that “submariners are brothers in arms and
they all have a common enemy… not each
other, but the sea and the depth…”.
In 2018 we will be able to see, on the big
screen, the events leading up to and following
the tragedy that played out back in August
2000. Colin Firth will star in a Luc Bessonproduced screening of Robert Moore’s book
“A Time To Die’.
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AIR

EXERCISE RAMSTEIN DUST II 2017

Story and Photos by AIRCOM Public Affairs Office

Lielvarde, Latvia – Elements of NATO’s
Deployable Air Command and Control Centre (DACCC) deployed 2,500 kilometres
from Italy to Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania and
Poland for Exercise RAMSTEIN DUST-II
17 (RADT-II 17) this September.
During RADT-II 17 the Deployable Air
Control Centre, Recognised Air Picture
Production Centre and Sensor Fusion Post
(DARS) moved by road and air to Lielvarde
Air Base, Latvia, for a deployment and readiness exercise in order to train procedures
and arrangements for setting up its remote
control units. The DARS operated under
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the tactical command of CAOC Uedem in
Germany, which routinely manages the
NATO Air Policing mission over Northern
Europe. The DARS has the ability to control air missions, carry out air traffic management, deliver area air surveillance to
produce a recognised air picture and integrate surface based air defence systems.
The DARS contribution was enhanced by
the addition of an Italian Air Force TPS-77
deployable radar unit, which also deployed
to Latvia to act as a sensor in support of the
DARS and to contribute to the Baltic recognised air picture. Four additional teams

from the DACCC deployed to the region
as Air Integration Elements and training
teams. These specialist teams provided: air
command and control training at Control &
Reporting Centre Karmelava and with the
Polish Air Operations Centre at Warsaw;
and air-land integration training and liaison with the Baltic enhanced Force Presence (eFP) Battlegroups and with the Polish
Battlegroup.
Finally, the Commander of NATO’s DACCC,
Major General André Kraak, represented
Allied Air Command in a series of highlevel engagements with National and Al-

NATO roles out its Deployable Air Command and Control Centre from
Italy to Latvia to enhance Air Integration in the Baltic States and Poland

liance military leaders in all four nations.
These engagements sought to highlight
further improvements in Air-Land integration and opportunities to identify and develop future NATO air engagement within the
eFP framework.
Since the DACCC was established in Italy
in 2014, the RADT exercise series has been
conducted twice a year. The second event
this year provides a platform to hone the
ability of Allied forces to cooperate and integrate systems to enable NATO’s deployable air surveillance and control capability.
Routine in nature, RADT-II 17 is one of

several Allied Air exercises that continue to
demonstrate NATO’s continued adaptation
to new security challenges.
The DACCC, stationed at Poggio Renatico,
Italy, provides Allied Air Command’s deployable air surveillance and control capability, providing NATO a key enabler for
expeditionary operations.

of June 2017, these are robust, multinational and combat-ready, demonstrating the
strength of the Alliance’s commitment to
collective defence.

NATO is enhancing its forward presence in
the north-eastern part of the Alliance, with
four multinational Battlegroups in Estonia,
Latvia, Lithuania and Poland, on a rotational basis. Fully operational since the end
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CYBER

THE EVOLUTION OF CYBER WARFARE

Story by Mr. Guerrino Mazzarolo, NATO Communications and Information Agency - Brunssum

C

yber warfare is a type of
conflict whereby a nation or an international
organization is involved
in activities used to attack and
challenge or damage another state’s technological infrastructure.
According to the International Security
Company McAfee, cyber-attack numbers
continue to increase (McAfee, 2016) such
as offenses conducted by nation hackers
(individuals who perpetrate nation-specific
cyber-attacks) against governments and
multimillion dollar companies worldwide.
No one, including public and private sectors are immune from these attacks. Malicious cyber activity occurs on an exceptional
scale with astonishing complexity. Cyber
warfare takes place unceasingly across
cyberspace networks, resulting in disruptions, defacement, data leakage, stealing
of confidential national information, and
intellectual property theft. A strong cyber
defence strategy must be in place as this is
the first step in dealing with cyber warfare.

Modern Security in Warfare:

Our entire current way of life is based on
internet usage. We are now dependent on
cyberspace in everything from trade to
communication. Digital technology has rapidly changed our existence and habits. Increased digitalisation promotes economic
development but also permits the proliferation of cyber security challenges. Cyberspace has become globally essential at a rapid pace, and the speed at which its impact
is spreading and growing is astonishing.
In the last decade, several states recognized cyberspace as the novel 5th domain of
warfare after land, sea, air, and space. Even
NATO, in 2016, recognised cyberspace as
a field of operations in which the alliance
must defend itself as effectively as it does in
the other domains (NATO, 2016). The result of this persistently evolving landscape
is a constant state of cyber conflict among
different actors: nations, criminals, hacktivists, and terrorists.
Technology plays an important role in defending national interests; however, it is
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not the only countermeasure that we should
implement when calculating a cyber-defence strategy. Several bilateral agreements
between countries were recently signed in
order to react against malicious cyber activities, although there is a lack of international law, and very few treaties, that cover
this subject worldwide. Currently, there is
no common technical reactive force used to
contain any of these potential threats. The
consequences are centred in widely different response systems based on each case,
depending upon the actors and the nations
involved in the incident. Between May and
June 2017, the WannaCry Ransomware and
Petya malware attacks spreading across the
world emphasized again that cyber security
is a global matter and that countermeasures cannot be postponed any longer. In addition, according to the Washington Post,
with Petya we are in front of a new era of cyber-conflict (The Washington Post, 2017).
It is time to explore possible solutions and
take a common initiative, both technically
and legislatively. Efforts to share expertise
and harmonize a cyber-crisis response are
necessary steps in a good direction but not
enough to guarantee the decrease of cyber
incidents in the future. Thanks to an attitude “Always ready to face new challenges” NATO has improved its know-how in
cyber deterrence and as recently declared

to Euronews the Secretary General, Jens
Stoltenberg “We exercise more, we share
best practices and technology and we also
work more and more closely with all allies
looking into how we can integrate their
capabilities, strengthening NATO’s capability to defend our networks” (Euronews,
2017). This is a clear and worthy signal of
the direction taken by the Organization.

The Changing Nature of Warfare

Cyber security is not only a technical subject, it is a strategic, political, and social
phenomenon with all these aspects merging in continuous evolution. Over the
past 25 years, the information technology
revolution has repaired relations between
people and countries, including in the conduct of warfare. Historically, fighting has
traditionally been executed within certain
demarcated periods of time and geographic frontiers. Yet, the internet has unlocked a complete new domain for conflict.
There are no geographic boundaries. There
is no more need for face-to-face clashes of
armies. A handful of hackers can bring an
entire country to its knees in a few minutes
by attacking critical infrastructures such as
power plants, communication infrastructures, hospitals and government offices.
One of the first cases of this activity was registered in 2007 when a three-week wave of

CYBER

The newest domain for the Alliance bring several challenges
and requires every nation to be up-to-date and ready to react against
cyber attacks and incidents

massive cyber-attacks against Estonia, allegedly conducted by Russia, knocked down
almost all of the country’s government ministries, banks, and communications firms.
A few years ago, the Ukraine also suffered
a temporary disruption of electricity due to
a cyber-attack. These are only a couple of
examples but they make evident the risk we
have in the cyber domain.
The trends of incidents in 2017 could be
considered an evolution of the cyber warfare. In recent months we have witnessed
the transition from the traditional attacks
against governmental targets, towards a
growing focus on the civilian world. Targeting civilian infrastructures and even the
populations itself, gives the impression that
this will be an emergent line of attack in cyber warfare. Recently, several ransomware
viruses were spread around with dramatic
consequences for hospitals, airports, trains
and banks. Also, electoral systems in the
US, Netherlands and France were under
threats in past months. In all of these cases
of cyber warfare, there is no clear sign of financial gain, or of espionage. We can only
image a geopolitical implication.
As history has shown, military and government strategy must adapt to new domains.
A major issue regarding cyber warfare is
that, at present, there are no clear measures for determining whether a cyber-attack

is categorized as criminal, hactivism, terrorism, or a nation-state’s sponsored act.
Also, in the case of cyber-attacks, convincing evidence is hard to find for different
and multifaceted reasons. Additionally, no
transnational, legal framework of laws has
yet been drafted to explicitly control interstate relations in the cyberspace sphere.
These traits complicate each government’s
plan to implement a cyber-defence framework. It is obvious that a cyber-security
strategy is essential nowadays for strong
defence against outsider threats. The hazard is too great to ignore, and the potential
outcomes are too terrible to leave the security of such systems to chance.

Conclusion:
The
of Cyber Warfare

Awareness

Enclosing, this is an overview of cyberspace,
cyber warfare and the countermeasures
that need to be adopted by a cyber-security
infrastructure in order to contain and react
against cyber-incidents such as sabotage,
data loss, espionage, and foreign intelligence. NATO’s Secretary General endorsed
again on 28 June 2017 that a malevolent cyber action with consequences analogous to
an armed attack can initiate Article 5 of the
North Atlantic Treaty and reactions could
include military force.
Every nation needs to be up-to-date in a re-

alm that is transforming rapidly and where
several dangerous actors are involved. This
initiative has the intention of helping the
community to understand the real threat of
the internet and cyberspace. Such understanding will help improve the overall national information with regards to technology resilience through the implementation
of dedicated technical capabilities and the
strengthening of international cooperation
on cyber-security issues.
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POLISH ARMED FORCES

Story by Col Robert Wierzbinski, POL
Senior National Representative at JFC Brunssum
Photos by A. Dwulatek, F. Modrzejewski,
eFP Battlegroup Latvia

E

ighteen years have passed since Poland joined
NATO in March 1999.
Our aspirations were
clear since the fall of The Berlin
Wall, and many generations of Poles who lived in the times of the
Warsaw Pact accepted the new reality with relief and anticipation.
The way forward was not however
carved in stone. It had to be paved
with painstaking effort combined
with steadfast determination.
Several years prior to officially joining
the Alliance, the Polish Armed Forces
started integration efforts in all domains.
With each passing engagement the Polish
Navy, Air Force and Land Forces enhanced their experience seeking integration
and boldly looked into the future. Training alongside NATO forces allowed not
only for speedy synchronization of procedures and practices but also to step up
and go forward with national initiatives.
After all, NATO as an Alliance, is a conglomerate of knowledge and experience
drawn from all members.
The NATO Summit that Warsaw hosted
in 2016 was received by the Polish public
opinion as a token of trust and appreciation for our Armed Forces’ effort and
contribution to collective security.

It proved to be one of the most important
meetings in the recent history of the North
Atlantic Alliance and demonstrated the
unity, cohesion and solidarity amongst
members. It also resulted in decisions that
have a historical significance and are considered a breakthrough in many regards.
Since then Poland has not only been on the
receiving end, but also actively contributed
to support other nations in their efforts to
safeguard their own territories.
Poland routinely devotes its assets to the
NATO Response Force. Different contingents take active part in NATO operations
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e.g. Resolute Support, KFOR, Standing
NATO Maritime Groups and Baltic Air Policing. And, in addition to the Polish contribution to the “enhanced Forward Presence” (eFP) battlegroup in Latvia, a Polish
company is also gaining experience with
the “tailored Forward Presence” initiative
in Romania.
Currently, Poland is hosting six NATO installations on its territory. Multinational
Corps North-East, in Szczecin, was established in 1998 by Poland, Germany and
Denmark and now, after being certified this
year as the land component command for

NRF18 forces, is regarded as a crucial element linking the NATO command and force structure. After the Warsaw Summit Poland also volunteered one of its “two-star”
headquarters as multinational command
designated specifically for the enhanced
Forward Presence deployment – Headquarters Multinational Division North-East
will be fully operational in 2018.
Both above-mentioned headquarters are
strongly linked with the NATO Forward
Integration Unit located in Bydgoszcz. Assigned specifically to Polish territory its
primary responsibility is to facilitate the ra-

Matured in NATO: 18 years ago Poland joined the Alliance

pid deployment of the very-high-readiness
Joint Task Force, and other NRF elements,
in order to enhance Alliance responsiveness. In addition to facilitation of eFP battlegroup troops’ arrival, the 42-person unit
is constantly assisting multi-national forces
before they train and exercise in Poland.
Effective training and knowledge-sharing
plays an important role in NATO. The
Counter-Intelligence Center of Excellence
(CoE) located in Cracow and Military Police
CoE located in Bydgoszcz actively participate in the development of Alliance doctrine and concepts. The Joint Force Trai-

ning Center, also located in Bydgoszcz, is
one of two training centers of its kind in the
world. “Transformation through training”
is a motto accurately reflecting its mission.
The Center plays a key role in the transformation of NATO by providing pre-mission
training, support to ongoing operations
and new Alliance challenges, and acting as
a platform for experimentation, testing and
interoperability development.
Active membership in the most powerful
political and military alliance in the world
has not only provided a guarantee of security in the form of article V of the Washing-

ton Treaty, but many believe has led to an
increase in the position and the importance
of the country on the international scene.
After eighteen years Poland has reached
the status of a credible and active ally and
is looking forward to new challenges in the
future.
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HEADQUARTERS

eFP COMMANDERS CONFERENCE
The HQ hosts the discussion forum on how to better support NATO’s
deterrence posture at the Eastern flank

Story by JFC Brunssum PAO

Brunssum, the Netherlands – Commander JFC Brunssum, General Salvatore
Farina, hosted a two-day enhanced Forward Presence Commanders’ Conference
6/7 September. Amongst other issues briefings delivered served to spark discussion
focusing on requisite capabilities and, in
some cases, minor shortfalls that require
remedy to better support Alliance deterrence efforts into the future.
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The purpose of NATO is to be a provider
of deterrence based on a combination of
conventional, nuclear, forward presence,
training and an effective and responsive
command and control structure. Forces
for a forward presence must deter and defend against threats emerging from any
direction across the full spectrum of missions from large scale to regional and local
threats. Over the past year NATO has been
implementing the biggest reinforcement of
its collective defence since the end of the
Cold War. The eFP battle groups deployed
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Maastricht International Centre
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+31 (0)43 350 5010
maastricht@hollandexpatcenter.com

www.hollandexpatcenter.com

to Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania and Poland
are a clear demonstration of NATO’s transatlantic unity and resolve, and they send
a message to any potential aggressor. The
deployments are defensive and measured.
The aim is to prevent conflict, not to provoke it.
In his remarks General Farina stated ‘…
now there is a need for the next steps. We
can use this forum for discussion….how to
face emerging risks and continually move
towards more effective deterrence.’

International dishes • Balkan cuisine
Argentine steak dishes • Seafood

Steakhouse

Dalmacija
Opening hours are from 4 p.m. until 11 p.m.
On Sunday and holidays from 12 a.m. until 11 p.m.
Make a reservation if you want to come with a larger group
We offer you the best dishes for special prices

Lindeplein 4b Brunssum • Tel. 045-5271351 • www.dalmacija.nl

Do Widzenia Janusz! Bienvenue Olivier!
JFC Brunssum salutes the outgoing and the incoming Chiefs of Staff

HEADQUARTERS

CHIEF OF STAFF TURN-OVER

Story by JFC Brunssum PAO

Brunssum, the Netherlands - On the
8th September 2017, after serving as Chief
of staff in Allied Headquarters Joint Force
Command (JFC) Brunssum during more
than three years, Polish army Lieutenant
General Janusz Adamczak gave the lead
to French army Lieutenant General Olivier
Rittimann.
Lieutenant Genaral Janusz Adamczak, has
been warmly thanked by General Salvatore
Farina, for his efforts and contributions
during challenging times: “You came at the
right time: soon after the Wales summit and
the time for preparation for exercise Trident Juncture 15, NATO’s largest exercise

in over a decade and the many new deliverables from the NATO summit in Warsaw”.
General Salvatore Farina underlined the
high quality of work of “a great professional
soldier”, his spirit and clear guidance as he
has to deal in the frontline with many challenges. He also stressed his high capability
to lead the staff in a balanced way.
Lieutenant General Janusz Adamczak expressed his gratitude to all the staff for
“this memorable experience to work in an
international environment and the chance
to develop closer relationships to our components”.

Lieutenant General Olivier Rittimann has
plenty of NATO experience as he served
in 2010 in the Allied Force Command in
Heidelberg, in NATO HQ in Brussels and
in NATO Allied Command Operations in
Mons as French National Military Representative.
He was also involved in NATO operations
as he was deployed one year in Afghanistan
as Chief of Operations of the International
Security and Assistance Force (ISAF).
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INTERNATIONAL VETERANS’ DAY
Brunssum celebrates the Veterans in the second edition of this event
recognizing the valor of the military personnel from all nations

Story by JFC Brunssum PAO
Brunssum, the Netherlands – An International Veterans Day was conducted
in the town of Brunssum, Saturday 16 September.
For the second time the town of Brunssum
had organised this marvelous event . The
weather was extremely cooperative and under a clear blue sky the veterans gathered
in Down Town Brunssum. Commencing
with a memorial service on the Lindeplein, which included all Veterans from the
Brunssum area , from different out of area
operations and from different era’s in time
. The Deputy Mayor Mr Haico Offermans
adressed the audience and thanked all he
veterans for their dedicated service , loyalty
and participation. Under the VIP’s were :
Major Marco Kroon, Knight in the order of
Orange Nassau
( the highest decoration for valor within
the Dutch Armed Forces ), member of parlement Mrs Chantal Nijkerken ,the Joint
Force Command Brunssum Chief of Staff
Lieutenant General Olivier Ritti22 mann, and the Senior Netherlands

Officer Brigadier General Hennie Bouman.
Wreaths were laid in recognition of the sacrifice and ongoing contribution made by
veterans to global peace and security.

nal platoon was by far the largest platoon
and with all the different uniforms from all
the different NATO countries a plendid eye
catcher indeed.

After the ceremony at the monument, the
gathered delegations marched through the
town, with the parade commander Captain
Linda Schrader in the lead. She reported
as one of the younger veterans the parade
to the Govenor of Limburg, Mr Theo Bovens, who was flanked by the deputy mayor
and the military representatives from JFC
Brunssum. With the appropriate military
salute : ‘eyes right ‘, the VIP’s on the podi
um were given the proper honor by all the
delegations of the veterans that marched
past them. The JFC Brunssum internatio-

The day continued with get togethers
between the veterans , old and young ,
and interaction between the population of
Brunssum and their veterans. A static military vehicle display, and a number of stalls
selling military memorabilia, completed
the scene.
All together an outstanding event in every
respect the day was a fitting tribute to veterans and its success attributable to dedicated and conscientious planning by Mrs
Angela Lust and her team.

Four soccer tournaments in one took in place in Brunssum for a
good cause, with many goals and a great atmosphere

SPORTS

37TH INTERNATIONAL SOCCER TOURNAMENT

Story by JFC Brunssum PAO

Brunssum, The Netherlands - On 24-25 August 2017, the
international small-pitch soccer tournament was held on the NATO
sports fields of Headquarters Joint Forces Command in Brunssum
(JFCBS). Over 50 football teams with more than 500 players from
over twenty nations took part in the event, all for a good cause.
The proceeds were donated to Basissport Limburg, Kerkrade, an
organization promoting sporting activities for severely disabled
people. In the first tournament, teams from the headquarters,
other NATO institutions and the Brunssum region played for
the “Delegations’ Cup”. There was an éclat in the final under the
direction of Mr. Walter Eschweiler, the most famous German
referee, which led to the JOC team being declared the winner both
of the Cup and of the fairness trophy. The Brunssum Allstars won
the ‘Ladies’ Cup’, defending the title against the Ladysnipers from
Erfurt (DEU). Between the two finals, there was a special match
between the Headquarters and the municipality of Brunssum, with
the military winning 3:2. Next year, a new edition of the match will
take place within the course of the tournament. On the final day the
“Oldies’ Cup” and “Youngsters’ Cup” were also played.

MAASTRICHT RUGBY CLUB
An International team open to boys and girls from all over the world
Maastricht, The Netherlands - The Maastricht Rugby Club will
soon celebrate 40 years, being founded back in 1968 in close cooperation with the military at the Tapijn Kazerne in Maastricht.
With the rise of the university in Maastricht , about 30 years ago a
student-team was founded and since then the international character
of Maastricht and the Limburg region has provided a steady stream
of international (and national) talent. Two years ago, inspired after
watching the World Rugby Championship on Dutch TV, a 10 year old
schoolboy got together a group of 8 young players and this new team
started training with the club. Within a few weeks 20 children were
practicing rugby and now there are about 60 players, boys and girls
in ages 6 to 18, all playing in their own age groups with their own
training staff. This season, 2017-18, the team starts actively playing
cup and league games, while also organising mutual training and
tournaments with teams in Belgium, Aachen and Roermond. The
club aims to become a real family club where students, boys, girls,
grandparents and volunteers all feel at home. There is a clubhouse,
team sponsorship and many former players are involved and dedicated to the cause. There is also a relationship with AFNORTH international school, with students playing in the team and staff cooperating
with the club. The invitation to give rugby a try and to join the club
is always open: boys and girls, young and old, Dutch or from abroad.
Everybody is welcome to come and enjoy rugby.
Look for the Maastricht Rugby Club on Facebook:
www.facebook.com/jeugdrugbyzuidlimburg/
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WATER GOVERNANCE IN

R

Story by Mr. Ed Frieser

ecent hurricanes and floods
in the Caribbean and southern parts of the United
States triggered me to focus
on climate- and water management
in the Netherlands.
In earlier editions of the Northern Star I
composed articles and touched upon related subjects; Dredging, as a way to create land and peacefully expand our country (Northern Star September 2015), how
we keep our land dry (Northern Star June
2014) and even how we used water management to defend our country against
enemies (Northern Star July 2015). This
time I will focus on, to what extent, global
climate change effects the situation in the
Netherlands and what related activities are
currently underway.

Low country

Some 25% of the Netherlands lies below sea level, sometimes as much as 6-7
meters. Hence, in the province of SouthHolland where some 9 million people live
in the coastal area below sea level, it is crucial to protect those people in the economic
heart of the Netherlands where some 70%
of our Gross National Product is earned.
About 60% of our country would be regularly flooded if we did not have an extensive network of barriers and dams. To an
extent nature helps us as, fortunately, in
the provinces of North- and South Holland, coastal areas are protected by vast
stretches of dunes. That said, the province
of Zeeland and its estuaries plus the areas
around The Hague, Rotterdam and Amsterdam remain vulnerable to flooding due to
the open waterways that directly connect to
the sea. And indeed, as articulated in the
Northern Star June 2014, during the night
of Saturday 31 January to Sunday 1 February 1953 a heavy north-western storm
combined with the high-tide and full moon
pushed seawater to a level of 4 to 6 meters
above the Normal Amsterdam Level (NAL).
On that occasion the water breached the
dams and flooded the greater part of Zeeland - a disaster that took 1835 lives. The
Delta Project and the construction of the
Oosterschelde surge barrier dam were the
direct result of this event. The Netherlands,
however, is also situated in the delta area
formed by the three large European rivers Scheldt, Rhine and Meuse – responsible for
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delivering large amounts of water into this
area. All that water is streams from other
parts of Europe to the Netherlands and, finally, into the North Sea. On top of that,
climate change has caused more rain to fall.
So how does the Netherlands manage the
risk of flooding and other water management related issues?

International
commitment

and

European

First of all like in every nation legislation is
paramount. A European Flood Risk Directive has been issued, which has an impact on
national legislation. This guideline was an
initiative of France and the Netherlands although high-tide protection has successfully
been provided in the Netherlands for over
60 years thanks to adjustments in organisation, legislation, financial instruments and
institutions. The European guideline aims
to create flood risk assessments- and management plans in which flood early warning systems, spatial planning, high-tide
protection and response- and rescue services have been included. The Dutch Government committed itself and expressed
this in the recently held speech by HM King
Willem-Alexander at the opening of the
Dutch Parliamentary Year on the third Tuesday of September this year: “In Brussels,
the Netherlands will keep on encouraging
the European Union which is the road to
solutions for issues like security, migration,
climate and energy … Agreements from the
Paris Climate Agreement will be anchored
in a firm European climate- and energy
policy. Preventing climate change is definitely an international challenge, to which
each country should contribute. In the Netherlands we will unrestrictedly apply the
Energy Agreement. In which CO2 emission
takes a central place… “ As we, for instance,
read in the policy document of the Ministry
of Infrastructure and Environment issued
19 September recently; … In the upcoming
year the Ministry of Infrastructure and Environment is going to invest €6.2 billion in
the Dutch infrastructure to remain one of
the best in the world.… Amongst others
with new innovations for cleaner transport thereby applying the Paris Climate
Agreement … As a result of the changing
climate causing extreme weather conditions the Netherlands will stimulate to make
the Netherlands more sustainable.… The
Delta programme for the first time includes

a Delta Plan Spatial Adaptation. To comprehensively prevent water nuisance, heat,
drought, and flooding at the regional as
well as local level. Requiring a total investment of €1.1 billion in 2018. As Minister
Drs. Schultz van Hagen of Infrastructure
and Environment states: “… we will work
hard on water safety, which stands in the
Netherlands at an extreme high level. And
not only near the coast and rivers but also
in urban areas.”

Budget

In 2018 the Dutch Government will allocate €526.7 million to improve water safety,
€188.8 million for management, maintenance and replacement and some €22 million for the disposal of drinking water. In
the period 2018-2031 the Delta programme
has €17 billion allocated for necessary improvements. In the last ten years International- and European agreements but also
major catastrophes prompted the Netherlands to come with new legislation e.g. the
Law on Disasters and heavy Accidents, and
the Law on Safety Regions. In these laws
the role of the Burgomaster, who is responsible for his safety region, the use of safety
services, and spatial borders were newly
defined in an initiative embracing a decentralisation that aims at a more efficient local
approach. This decentralisation of responsibilities however, also raises questions, after all how do you assure consistent policies
throughout 388 Dutch Municipalities? For
instance, in which towns is it permitted to
drive diesel engine cars and in which is it
not? The Netherlands also has a unique
system of 24 regional water management
boards (‘Waterschappen’) that are elected
by the population and run organisations to
execute water management plans on behalf
of the population. Of interest, Count William II set up the first Waterschap (‘Hoogheemraadschap van Rijnland’) in 1255.
Their responsibilities have been vested in
the Dutch Constitution since 1848. The
finances to cover the costs for their operations are obtained via levies paid by the
citizens.

Cities

This, however, is all at the macro level. At
the micro level in the Netherlands a lot of
initiatives have been taken. In following up
the advice of Energy Centre Netherlands,
ECN, for instance to use more vegetation
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Climate change challenges and the Dutch response

in cities, it will increase the water
drainage ability, reduce CO2 emissions,
and facilitate the capture of CO2, which
creates a cooling effect in times of extreme
heat. As a result it contributes to climate
durability of cities. Also today more and
more municipalities realise and emphasise
that city grounds in addition to homes
and infrastructure also provide useful
ecosystems. For instance, through the
possibility of rainwater infiltration in parks,
road banks, the use of rain- and waste
water basins and uncovered space around
trees. Municipalities and house owners
are nowadays applying the principle not to
drain rain water directly into the municipal
drainage system, but purposely flood
streets, playgrounds, car parks and river
land and use these as temporary basins to
relieve the water drainage systems. Not
only municipalities but also house owners
can take simple precautions to prevent
water nuisance. Gardens that are paved
with a lot of stones prevent water to drain
into the soil. By creating a border with
gravel next to your terrace or a gutter water
can simply and faster be absorbed into the
ground. Grass assures that less water will
form puddles with heavy rainfall. A sedum
and yucca roof will also help to absorb
water and, at the same time, creates a good
noise- and temperature insulation. A good
example is the sedum garden on the roof of
the new apartment block presently under
construction in the centre of Brunssum.
With these simple precautions at the micro
level a lot of flooding can be prevented.

OECD report

In their 2013 report, the Organisation for
Economic Cooperation and Development,
OECD, submitted at the request of Dutch
Minister Schultz-van Hagen, was very
positive about the Netherlands. It is still
considered a world reference in the field
of water governance, against very low
costs - 1.26% of the Dutch Gross National
Product. Because of the integral approach
of water management we are able to safely
live in areas which otherwise would be
completely flooded. Although the report
also makes certain recommendations to
improve the decreasing water management
knowledge infrastructure, the Netherlands
is still enjoying a great reputation in water
governance, a reputation built over 800
years of knowledge and experience.
Sources:
King’s Speech opening Parliamentary Year
2017; Press release Ministry of Infrastructure
and Environment, 19 Sep 2017; Flooding risks
and Water Management in the Netherlands,
Rijkswaterstaat; Klimaatbestendige tuinen en
daken, a sanity check, ECN; Netherlands Legal
Magazine, NJB; Report of the 2013 OECD.
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VISITS AND ACTIVITIES

5 September 2017
Danish Armed Forces Flag Day
Astana, Kazakhstan – A small team from JFC Brunssum conducted an Expert Team
Visit (ETV) in Kazakhstan, on the subject of Civil-Military Cooperation (CIMIC). The team,
led by Lieutenant Commander Michelle Ward, comprised Lieutenant Colonel Peter Houdijk
and Major Jaro Kostrej, both CIMIC practitioners, in addition to Lieutenant Colonel Paul
van Harten from the Public Affairs Office. The ETV was held at KAZCENT, the Partnership
for Peace (PfP) Training Centre in the eastern Kazakh city of Almaty. It began with a
host nation presentation on the training facility and its functions, followed by general
presentations on NATO from the JFC Brunssum team. Over the next 4 days a wide range
of briefings were given, on topics that included Support to the Force, Working with Interpreters, NATO Media Relations, and Building Integrity. The ETV was well received by the
Kazakh audience, who eagerly participated in syndicate work and practical exercises, and
demonstrated a high level of English language skills throughout. There was also time for a
social event on Thursday evening, which allowed both NATO and Kazakh officers to become
better acquainted in a less formal setting.

11 September 2017
Commander JFC Brunssum visits Danish
Chief of Defence
Copenhagen, Denmark - Commander JFC Brunssum visited the Danish Chief of Defence
(CHOD), General Bjørn Bisserup, in Copenhagen. The visit included meeting the Chief of Joint
Operations and the Chief of Plans, Policy and Coordination Staff of the Danish Armed Forces in
order to discuss Denmark’s wide military contributions and its role in the international security
environment. Discussions touched upon Denmark’s commitment in the Baltic States, NATO’s
enhanced Forward Presence and the’ key role as the framework nation for Headquarters Multinational Corps North-East in Szczecin, Poland. General Farina emphasized the importance
of Denmark’s engagement and the enduring support to NATO’s efforts in the area. General
Farina was provided a comprehensive overview about the Danish Armed Forces, Denmark’s
view on the global security situation and its broader commitment to international operations,
as well as the contribution to Resolute Support Mission and the ongoing support to exercises
in JFC Brunssum’s area of responsibility. Both generals agreed the visit had been of mutual
benefit and assessed frank discussion was very important for the synchronization of common
efforts in support of a ‘One NATO’ approach.

11 September 2017
European Union Seminar
Brunssum, Netherlands - The Bundeswehr Centre of Communication annually organizes a
‘European Seminar’. One of the milestones of this week-long high-level seminar, that brings
influential people from all walks of life and a number of different European countries together, is the long-established briefing session at JFC Brunssum. Warmly welcomed, on Monday
11 September, by Brigadier General Henny Bouman, this year’s ‘European Seminar’ students
and future leaders - visiting as a part of a guided tour to NATO and European Union establishments in Germany, the Netherlands and Belgium - received briefings and first-hand insight
of JFC Brunssum’s priority tasks: the out-of-theatre enabling, empowerment and direction of
NATO’s Resolute Support Mission, in Afghanistan; preparation to assume Stand-By-Command
of the NATO Response Force 2018 (NRF 18); and the command, control and coordination of
NATO’s enhanced Forward Presence (eFP) at its eastern flank. Concomitantly, JFC Brussum
maintains a dialogue and information exchange throughout NATO’s northern region with Allies and Partners – this was a subject that was also touched upon. The briefings sparked
creative and, at times, intense discussions with staff members during the group´s closing
event, the “vin d’honneur”.
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14 September 2017
City of Maastricht Officials visit the HQ
Brunssum, Netherlands - Joint Force Command Brunssum was hosted a group of 32
officials from the City of Maastricht’s Department of Economics and Culture. This session,
part of a larger annual team building day programme, was conducted at the headquarters’
International Conference Centre with the objective of expanding comprehension of NATO,
its values/ongoing challenges, and informing specifically on the tasks and responsibilities
of JFC Brunssum. Opening remarks were made by both the Commander of JFC Brunssum,
General Salvatore Farina, and the Mayor of Brunssum, Mr Luc Winants. After extending a
warm welcome to his guests General Farina underlined the strong bond of friendship that
exists between the NATO Headquarters based in Brunssum and its host town and province,
especially following highly successful 50th anniversary celebrations that were co-hosted by
the town and the JFC on 31 May. For his part Mayor Winants reinforced the remarks of
the commander and, with the responsibilities of the visitors in mind, went on to explain the
beneficial economic impact of a NATO HQs to its host town

18 September 2017
Commander JFC Brunssum at the NATO
Defense College
Rome, Italy - The NATO Defense College welcomed the 18thNATO Regional Cooperation
Course (NRCC 18). The aims of the Course are to improve the understanding of international, regional and collective security issues regarding the Middle Eastern region; to enhance
knowledge of the historical and socio-political situation in the region; to develop Course
Members’ abilities in strategic thinking and critical analysis; and to work towards mutual
understanding on key political and military issues affecting the Middle East and NATO. In his
speech, Gen. Farina illustrated the adaptation process of the Alliance, pursued in order to face
new challenges, offering his own perspective as Joint Operations Commander. In particular,
while defining the focus of NATO’s three core tasks, Collective Defence, Crisis Management
and Cooperative Security, Gen. Farina provided a wide-ranging overview of how prevention,
deterrence and dialogue will always be part of any adaptation measure undertaken by the
Alliance. Equally important, the General added, is NATO’s role in cooperative security and in
the fight against terrorism. Hence the need for credible, ready and well trained forces, as well
as non-provocative and clear messages and initiatives.

OFFICIAL VOLVO MILITARY/DIPLOMAT SALES AGENT
NATO AIRBASE GEILENKIRCHEN, U.S. ARMY GARRISSON SCHINNEN & JFC BRUNSSUM
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NATIONALITIES SERVING NATO
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- ALL PAYMENTS DIRECT TO THE
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SWEDEN
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*ONLY U.S. & CANADIAN SPECS

AUTUMN SALE!

FREE

PILLOW AND
DUVET
We offer you the opportunity to shop tax-free,
only at TEMPUR® Store Heerlen.*

worth € 418,-*

Mattress collection - The unique TEMPUR® material
is soft were you want it and firm were you need it.
Find the mattress that suits you best.
Mattress from € 1.199,- (based on 19 cm - 90 x 200 cm).

Bedbase - Combine your mattress with a
Premium Flex bedbase and experience optimal support.
Bedbase from € 549,- (based on a flat bedbase 90 x 200 cm).

Pillow - Complete your sleep combination with
one of our pillows.
Pillow from € 99,-

(based on Original Small).
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In de cramer 106 (upper floor)
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Animal Hotel Abdissenbosch
The address where your pets feels at home
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Daycare

New cat-place where your cat can move freely.
Roomy outside place, playgrounds, central heated.
Grooming salon, also D-I-Y washsalon for pets.
Opening hours: Mo-Sa 08.00-12.00 and 16.00-19.00
Sundays and holidays closed for bringing in or picking-up.
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WE FOCUS ON CARS.

Lidmaatschap voor iedereen

The Volkswagen & Audi specialists in the Tri-Border region.

Matthias Schütz
Chief operating oﬃcer
F (02451) 9870-42
Karl-Heinz Purrio
Location manager Audi
F (02451) 9870-38

Marcel Oellers
Location manager VW
F (02451) 9870-24

Dus ook voor Sophie, Stijn, Ben, Ronald, Charlotte, Michel, Anneloes, Anne-Fleur, Jean-Paul, Diane en u!

Pascal Schüren
Sales consultant
F (02451) 9870-594
Gerd Caron
Sales consultant
F (02451) 9870-25
Schitterende golfbanen, een gezellig verenigingsleven
en een gastvrije sfeer. Het Rijk Golfbanen maakt het
beste wat golf te bieden heeft toegankelijk voor iedereen.
Dankzij ons All-in, Individueel-, Jeugd-, Student- en
Bedrijfslidmaatschap hebben wij een passende vorm van
lidmaatschap voor ieder type golfer. Kies de vorm die
bij u past en word ook lid op één van onze vier prachtige
banen! Meer informatie over onze lidmaatschapsvormen
vindt u op www.golfenophetrijk.nl

Zo mooi kan golf zijn.

Sebastian Ghislain
Sales consultant
F (02451) 9870-26

We are looking forward to your visit!
Audi Zentrum Aachen
Jacobs Automobile GmbH & Co. KG
Landstraße 48 + 50 · 52511 Geilenkirchen
Fon (02451) 98 700 · Fax (02451) 6 67 88
info@jacobs-geilenkirchen.de · www.jacobs-gruppe.de

